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4.1.3 A brief description of worths and problems 
 
In the previous pages, problems and worths have been dealt with by definitions, since the 
aim was to understand which were the most recurring in the analysed case study areas, 
which were thought important by dwellers and/or by experts. Now that such framework is 
clearer, it is important to understand exactly the purport of the problems and of the worths 
that were detected. 
The guidelines, drawn to lead the analysis of the case study areas, were very detailed and 
were structured as questions to give answers to; questions on many different aspects that 
could foster or hinder the capability of a space to be attractive for pedestrians. 
The various aspects could then be grouped in a field, with the aim of outlining a problem 
to be solved or a worth to be considered and enhanced. 
It is appropriate now to unfold each definition of problem and worth, by listing the various 
features that bring to detected it: the indicators of the presence of a worth or of a problem. 
These indicators help to understand the meaning of each one of them and to find congruent 
solutions. 
The most specific indicators are listed and grouped under more general ones, to depict 
better a complex situations. 
 
 
4.2 Quality indicators for categories of worths 
 
Here are listed the worths shared by dwellers and experts in the analysed case study areas, 
as listed in the table inserted at point 3.4.3. Only the ones that were detected in all the 
Countries have been taken into account. The worths, and the related “indicators” of the 
positive aspects that help to make the walking environment attractive, are reported in the 
following pages, just as they were mentioned in the Attractiveness National Reports, 
indicating the number of Countries which reported them; they are then grouped in thematic 
fields. 
These indicators of worths have been considered valid both by dwellers and experts, and 
observed as best practice in the various analysed case study areas. They are then 
considered as input for the next chapter, where some first ideas, for the solutions to the 
detected problems, are listed. 
 
 
LIST OF CATEGORIES OF WORTHS  
 

1) Suitableness of pedestrian paths and places 
2) Mixture of services, facilities and commercial activities 
3) Mixture of features increasing identification and orientation 
4) Variety of details and finishings 
5) Variety of natural features 
6) Appropriate urban furniture and equipment  
7) Physical and visual continuity of paths for little interference with other transport 

mode 
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4.2.1 Suitableness of pedestrian paths and places 
 

General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries 
N° of 

countrie
s 

• Good percentage of spaces dedicated to 
pedestrians 

FI+NO+SW+

B 
4 

• Sufficient width of the walkways SW+IT+F+ 
NO+FI+B 

6 

• Variety and balanced scale of the spaces IT+NO+B 3 

A- Dimension and 
suitableness of the 
paths 

• Lot of space for everyone, never crowded FI 1 

• Lively spots, little squares and places for 
meeting 

FI+NO+SW+ 
F+IT 

5 B- Friendly 
environment 

• Indoor galleries CH, B 2 

C- Green paths • Paths in the green FI+NO+SW+ 
F+IT 

5 

D- Paths at level 
• Crossing points and walkways at level NO+SW 2 

 
 
4.2.2 Mixture of services and commercial activities 
 

General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 
Countries

• Presence of services and facilities, quite 
near for everyone 

IT+FI+F+NO 
+SW 5 A- Distance 

• Good accessibility for all categories of users 
to the main services (post/bank...) SW+NO+IT 3 

• Presence of not ordinary shops, of various 
kind and type, that catch the interest of 
pedestrians. 

IT+FI+F+NO 
+SW+B 6 

• Good number and size of shops per area IT+FI+F+NO 
+SW+B 6 

B- Quantity and 
variety of shops 

• Presence of streets for not ordinary 
shopping IT+FI 2 

C- Facilities 
(quality and size) 

• Presence of toilets, phones, well distributed 
along the path  IT+SW+FI+B 4 

D- "Pockets of 
activity" 

• Presence of good equipped bar, restaurant 
and poles for youngsters night life, not 
noisy for dwellers 

FI+IT+F+SW 
+NO+B 6 
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4.2.3 Mixture of features increasing identification and orientation 
 

 
 
4.2.4 Variety of details and finishings 
 

General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 
Countries

A- Facades 
characteristics 

• Good treatment of the facades in the use of 
details and in the different use of the 
materials 

F+I 2 

 • Good treatment of the entrances that 
become well recognizable IT+F 2 

B- Ground floor • Good treatment of the ground floor, for the 
design and the maintenance 

IT+F+SW+ 
FI+NO+B 6 

C- Varied 
materials • Use of different materials for different uses IT+SW+FI 3 

D- Fountains • Decorative fountains IT 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

General 
Indicators Specific Indicators Countries 

N° of 
Countrie

s 
A- Poles of 
attraction  

• Presence of poles with attractive 
characteristics that become points of 
reference 

FI+IT+B 3 

B- Green network • Presence of green networks enhancing the 
organic spatial unit 

IT+SW+NO+
FI+B 6 

• Legibility and visibility of the space F+IT+B 3 

• Presence of landmarks IT+FI+B 3 

• Legibility of boundaries IT+SW+B 3 

C- Perception of 
the space 

• Visual connection among the various parts 
of the space IT+FI+B 3 

D- Presence of 
cores 

• Presence of cores evocating memories and 
traditions F+I+FI 3 

• Presence of beautiful views IT+F+B 3 E- Different views 

• Interesting perspectives and sights F+IT+B 3 
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4.2.5 Variety of natural features 
 

General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries 
N° of 

Countrie
s 

• Presence of different species SW+FI+NO+I
T+B 5 A- Vegetation 

• Presence of a good length of green fronts IT+FI 2 

• Appropriate number and distribution of 
parks  FI+NO+B 3 B- Green areas 

• Suitable density of the green network  IT+FI 2 

C- Water sources  
• Presence of water sources FI+NO+SW+

B 4 

D- Animal life • Presence of animals that complete the 
natural environment FI+NO 2 

 
 
4.2.6 Appropriate urban furniture and equipment 
 

General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 
Countries 

A- Urban furniture Suitableness of benches and places to rest and 
stand 

IT+SW+NO+ 
FI+B 5 

B- Bus Stops 
Good location and settings of the bus stops IT+FI+SW 3 

C- Public spaces Presence of pleasant built in elements (stairs, 
small walls, etc.) to stay and rest SW+IT+FI+F 4 

 
 
4.2.7 Physical and visual continuity of paths for little interference with 

other transport modes 
 

General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 
Countries 

• Traffic roads network not interfering with 
the pedestrians routes 

SW+F+IT+N
O 4 A- Good relation 

with vehicular 
roads traffic • Good management of the relation 

pedestrians/transport IT+F+B 3 

B- Good relation 
with car parking 

• Parking areas are enough to respond to 
users’ demand and are well shielded FI+NO+SW 3 
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4.3 Quality indicators for categories of problems and related 
tentative solutions 

 
In the case of problems, the description by the listing of their indicators is accompanied by 
some considerations and by some tentative solutions, proposed problem by problem, 
indicator by indicator. The considerations derive from the contents of the methodology 
used to spot them and are aimed at helping to understand more precisely their meaning; the 
tentative solutions are in part derived by the worths, detected in the various analysed case 
areas, in part by proposals suggested by the partners in their national reports, and derived 
by their expertise or by the suggestions of the involved dwellers. Sometimes the solutions 
are very similar, this shows that they can solve more than one problem at the same time. 
 
LIST OF CATEGORIES OF PROBLEMS  
1) Intensive physical and visual impact of vehicular mobility 
2) Shortage of appropriate pedestrian spaces 
3) Lack and inappropriateness of urban furniture and equipment 
4) Low maintenance and management of open spaces 
5) Lack or insufficiency of natural features 
6) Lack or deficiency of services, facilities and commercial activities 
7) Lack of features increasing the feeling of identity and orientation 
8) Lack and unaptness of lighting 
9) Unfriendly and overwhelming  built environment 
10) Monotony of details and finishings 
 
4.3.1 Intensive physical and visual impact of vehicular mobility 
 
General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 

Countries
Height of walkways (lower than 10 cm) IT 1
Large parking areas partly unshielded IT+FI+NO 3
Cars parked on pedestrian spaces (n° per km) IT 1
Misallocation of some parking lots IT 1
Kerb parking FI+SW+NO 3
Parking areas = 9% of the total ground area makes to feel 
pedestrians to have no room

F 1

Car parks are badly treated F 1

Parking is a dominating the impression but is not interfering with 
pedestrian area NO 1

Interruption of the pedestrian path by driveways, street crossings, 
etc. (n° per km) IT 1

High number of vehicles intruding visually (traffic flow: n°/h, speed) IT 1

Lack of pedestrian network IT 1
Dangerous road crossing IT+NO 2
Lack of visual continuity along the itinerary IT 1
Interference with heavy means of transport (flow: n°/h, speed > 30 
km/h, dimension > 7,5 tons) IT+FI+FI 3

Mixture of delivery traffic at the alleys FI 1

Traffic impact (speed, volume, parking) IT+IT+F+NO
+SW+F 6

Disruptive traffic around pedestrian places FI 1
One feeder road along the edge of the area FI 1
Important traffic in the district F 1
High speed of cars because of wide roads F 1
Main street has a separating effect F+NO 2

D-  Traffic impact 
due to speed and 
flow

A-  Parking is a 
dominating 
impression but 
doesn't interfere 
physically with 
pedestrian space; 
or interfere with 
pedestrian space

B-  The interruption 
of the network or its 
intrusion by car 
traffic can be 
physical or visual 
and psychological

C- Traffic impact 
due to dimensional 
aspects
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General Indicators: 
A- PARKING IS A DOMINATING IMPRESSION and 

1. doesn’t interfere physically with pedestrian space 
1.a. It happens all along the street length (% per Km of streets) 
1.b It occupies a great percentage of the case study area (≥9% of the total surface at 

ground level) 
1.c. It is too large to be seen and moreover is unshielded (n° > 7/8 grouped cars) 
1.d. It is too large to be seen and only partly shielded (n° > 7/8 grouped cars) 
1.e. It is badly kept 
1.f. It is misallocated 

2. interferes with pedestrian space 
2.a. It occupies the pedestrian spaces (% of the occupied space in relation to the 

pedestrian space) 
2.b. It jumps on the kerb and occupies some of the pedestrian walkways (height of 

walkways, n° of cars per km and % of occupied width) 
 

• Solutions for A: 
We can try some tentative solutions, just aimed at solving the physical interference, without 
speaking of structural solutions which interfere with the location of parking in better places 
(for example underground, when the ground level parking is more than 9% of the ground area, 
not to have the pedestrians feeling that there is not enough room for them), with the location of 
public transport stops nearby and with a reliable public transport system. 
 
These tentative solutions can then be based on the enforcement of the legislation and/or on a 
different design of the walkways or of the pedestrian spaces. This can be articulated in the 
definition of the kerb so that cars cannot mount on it (if the kerb doesn’t succeed in dissuading 
cars from parking, then it demonstrates itself useless, from this point of view), and/or in the 
location of other equipment, furniture, green and lampposts along the edge, so to discourage 
parking. 
The best solution lies in the design of the whole space able to dissuade car drivers from acting 
as they do. 
For the visual interference, the solution could lie in working with the features able to hide the 
parking lots, some planting could be enough, and the cars parked along the streets; in rising the 
walkways so that people do not feel overwhelmed by cars along their path; in grouping the cars 
in not too big lots, located out of the main itineraries and perspectives, so to leave some space 
visually empty, and in shielding them with creepers, hedges, screens and so on. 
 

B- THE INTERRUPTION OF THE NETWORK OR ITS INTRUSION BY CARS 
TRAFFIC can be  

1. Physical 
1.a. Vehicular traffic interrupts the continuity at every street crossing, at driveways and 

at car park accesses, lowering the level of appeal of the path. A person cannot walk 
freely, since has to mind continually this interference and never feels at ease (n° per 
km, interval ≤ 200 m).1 

1.b. The high speed and the heavy traffic communicate the feeling of danger at every 
crossing and, above all, make the street not possible to cross and then a strong inner 
boundary, destroying the itinerary continuity of use (flow and speed of vehicular 
traffic). 

1.c. The usual little visibility and the acceleration of the cars intruding from the 
driveways disturb the pedestrians moving along the path (design of the driveways). 

1.d. The change in level of walkways at every crossing, junction and driveways 
interrupts the path, asks for attention to the pedestrians and, for some categories of 
them, is very restrictive (design of the walkway). 

                                                 
1 The Italian law, states that, along a district street, there must be a zebra equipped crossing point at a 
distance not less than 100 m and not more than 200 m (CNR 150/1992). 
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1.e. Zebra crossings are restrictive for pedestrians because they compel them to cross in 
definite spots, and so can interrupt the itinerary in unwanted places and compel to 
take detours (n° of crossings and distances). 

1.f. Bicycle traffic is an interference if it doesn’t ride on a special track and if it doesn’t 
gives the priority to pedestrians at crossings (design of street, traffic code). 

1.g. Crossings with traffic lights interrupt the continuity of the path physically, visually 
and psychologically, above all if the waiting time is long and if the time allowed to 
cross is too short (n° of traffic lights, waiting time, length of green phase). 

1.h. Discontinuity not only of the path, but also of the network, due to traffic flows in 
every direction (flow and speed of vehicular traffic). 

2. Visual and psychological 
2.a. Heavy traffic intrudes continually, not only at junctions but also along the path, in its 

parallel flowing, above all if its speed is high; the feeling of it becomes present for 
the noise and for the eyes catching the continuous quick movement (n° and h/l of 
transport means, speed). 

2.b. The absence of pedestrian priority in the conflict points interrupts also 
psychologically the continuity of the path (traffic code). 

2.c. The lack of visual continuity is tied to the boundary created by the flow of cars, to 
the lines of parked cars and, above all, to big cars (off-road vehicle, Land Rover or 
the like), lorries, wagons. 

2.d. When bicycle traffic and parking are heavy, they can be a visual intrusion on the 
pedestrian dedicated space (n° and flow of bikes, sqm of parking). 

2.f. The lack of network is perceived thanks to the traffic invading each side of the space 
where the pedestrians can turn their head. 

2.e. The interruption of the views and perspectives destroys the feeling of continuity of 
the path. 

 
• Solutions for B: 

The aim is to constitute a visual, and where possible, physical continuity. This can be obtained 
by traffic regulations and governance, by technical measures both on the walkways and on the 
vehicular infrastructure, by ICT (Information and Communication Technology in Transport 
and Traffic Systems) and obviously by the street environment design. 
- No entrance for big cars, lorries, wagons but in specific hours, along the main pedestrian 

itineraries. 
- 30 Km/h zone, that allows crossing at any place. 
- Crossing at ≤ 50m, 50-75m, ≥ 75m, depending on the crossing demand and vehicular 

speed. 
- Priority to pedestrians along the main itineraries and at the crossings. 
- No change of level along the dedicated itinerary and at crossings. 
- Car park accesses preferably should not cut the itinerary.  
- Specific bike tracks and well organized parking. 
- Physical and visual continuous walkways by design: materials, free views, levels, etc. 
- Driveways should not be a surprise. 
- If traffic lights are necessary, they must become green seeing the pedestrians approaching 

and last as long as they are crossing the street. 
 
C- TRAFFIC IMPACT DUE TO DIMENSIONAL ASPECTS  

1. Physical 
1.a. Heavy transport means make more noise that disturbs going on foot (> 55 dBl 

daytime, > 45 dBl nightime in residential areas). 
1.b. Heavy transport means are physically overwhelming pedestrians (n°, speed > 30 

Km/h, h/l, tons > 7.5). 
2. Visual 
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2.a. Heavy transport means invade visually the perspective of the people walking, both 
when they drive or park, and give to them the feeling of being overwhelmed (n°, 
speed > 30 Km/h, h/l, tons > 7.5). 

 
• Solutions for C: 

The solutions rely above all on traffic regulations. 
- The entrance to the area limited to definite times (see solutions B) and allowed to definite 

n° per day and dimensions, in the spaces that are dedicated mainly to pedestrians. 
 
D- TRAFFIC IMPACT DUE TO SPEED AND FLOW  
Besides what already stated at: 2.a, 2.c, 1.b of point B. 

1.a. Wide streets allow higher speed and bigger flows (width, n° of carriageways, 
allowed speed: km/h, flow). 

1.b. If there is a main through traffic road, its impact is very high and it creates an inner 
boundary in the area, able to separate visually the two sides of the road that 
eventually hosts the pedestrian itinerary (n° of cars, speed, peak flow, flow). 

1.c. In the case of 1.b. the crossing demand is very high but physically the road is 
impassable, so also the problems of crossing become very strong. 

1.d. If the traffic roads are around the pedestrian spaces or along the itinerary, they 
destroy them visually and psychologically, also if they do not interrupt them.  

1.e. High speed and a big number of cars mean also more noise (n° of cars per hour, 
speed km/h). 

1.f. Air pollution etc. (quantity: sulphur dioxide < 125 mgc/mc; nitrogen dioxide < 200 
mgc/mc; carbon monoxide < 15 mgc/mc; ozone < 180 mgc/mc). 

 
• Solutions for D: 

The solutions rely obviously on urban and traffic planning as: 
- solutions not allowing trough traffic 
- solutions to avoid and to divert it from flanking main pedestrian itineraries. 
They can rely also on technical solutions as:  
- reduced width of streets to lower speed, to reduce flow, to improve crossing, to lessen 

visual discontinuity, to lessen the visual impact of cars, to give the closeness feeling to 
pedestrians. 

Finally they refer to space design solutions which are aimed at creating a space for pedestrians 
at their own scale. 
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4.3.2 Shortage of appropriate pedestrian spaces 
 
General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 

Countries
Narrow walkways  (width <1.50m.) IT+FI+SW 3
Lack of squares of different size NO 1
Too long or large streets and spaces F+FI 2
Lack of sidewalks IT+NO 2
Insufficiency of pedestrian network SW+IT+F 3
Lack of squares (n° and size per square Km area) FI+SW+NO 3
Lack of pedestrian streets IT+FI 2
Bad supply of pedestrian paths IT 1
Percentage of space dedicated to pedestrians (percentage of public space 
in the area) IT 1

Steep slopes or stairs, for daily use by dwellers IT+SW 2
Presence of pedestrian paths between cars (lenght) IT 1
Lack of path with no cars IT+F 2
Lack of quiet path in the nature IT 1
Not clear spaces between buildings but open paths and spaces FI 1
No man's land FI 1
Lack of sheltered paths IT+NO 2
Indirect communication between pedestrian walkways and adjacent 
pedestrian spaces: swellings, widening or squares (difference in level, m., 
type of boundary)

NO+IT+F 3

Low number of entrances to shops, houses, etc. (n° per km) IT+FI+F+NO 4
Little visual and social interface, and thence less liveliness, in path with set 
back buildings facades IT+NO 2

Itinerary is deserted after activity closing hours NO 1
Lack of places to stay in and rest IT+SW 2
Lack of places or squares for social relationship IT+NO 2
Lack of meeting points FI 1
Lack of proper space for the street cafe (width m.) IT+FI 2
Lively spots (kiosk, take away, street café, n° per Km) SW 1
Lack of equipped spaces or places for night life IT 1
Lack of framework that offer the possibility of making free activities IT+FI 2
Space for activity for children and young people SW 1

E-  Spaces are not 
apt to host the 
various requested 
activities

D-  Path is not 
perceived as lived 
in and thence 
secure

A-  Dimension are 
not right

B-  Space 
typologies are not 
specific

C-  Path is not 
physically and 
visually pleasant

 
 
General Indicators: 
A- DIMENSIONS ARE NOT RIGHT 

a. Narrow walkways < 1.5 m. Pedestrians don’t have enough space to move. The space 
is too narrow for pedestrians to perform activities other than walking, pedestrians 
with burdens or with limited mobility find difficulties in walking, because the path 
doesn’t allow two streams of people passing by. 

b. Lack of squares of different sizes creating an alternation of the space dimension. If 
there is no variation of size in the pedestrian spaces (squares) the perception of the 
environment is quite monotonous, and certainly not attractive. The possibility to 
walk in spaces that change the size facilitate to orientate and to identify a specific 
place. The alternation of squares’ size, moreover, avoid the vision of the entire path 
that a person has to walk, leaving the possibility to have sometimes the surprise of 
finding a place that was not expected.  

c. Too long paths and squares are not attractive for pedestrians because they are boring 
and tiresome; the environment around people walking should not be visible all the 
way, but it should be composed by wings and spaces, in this way the path appears 
not so long and it attracts the curiosity of finding out what is behind. 

 
• Solutions for A: 
      The solutions for shortage of appropriate pedestrian paths can be: 
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- interruption of too long paths with some kind of place to stop and to rest, and with 
elements that catch the eye and interrupt the monotony of the view. 

- subdivision of the itinerary into smaller sub areas, when they are in too vast spaces 
(parking lots, big squares, etc.). 

- differentiation of too large squares into smaller spatial units. 
- management and adaptation of the walkways to pedestrian requirements (to enlarge the 

paths for movement, stand and rest). 
 
B- SPACE TYPOLOGIES ARE NOT SPECIFIC 

a. The lack of walkways can be an aspect of the space both positive and negative, this 
depends on the presence of the vehicular mobility or not. The absence of walkways 
is very dangerous if it is not planned, that is if vehicular mobility has the priority; in 
this case the pedestrians feel to be in a space that is not theirs. The absence of 
walkways, on the contrary, is very attractive when the pedestrians are the only users 
of the space, or when the presence of vehicular mobility is controlled in order to 
reduce the speed of cars, to avoid parking, etc.  

b. The insufficiency of pedestrian network create a system that doesn’t work because it 
doesn’t allow pedestrians to go every where. 

c. The lack of squares  is very important because the square is a space where naturally 
people like to go, and they represent the intersection points among different paths. 

d. Pedestrian streets are spaces where activities are concentrated, the lack of this 
typology of space strongly reduces the possibility for pedestrians to take advantage 
of the environment around them. 

e. Bad supply of pedestrian areas. 
 
• Solutions for B: 

The possible solutions for the not specific space typologies can be: 
− as for A it is necessary to adapt the existent paths to the user’s demand and to increase the 

number and quality of the pedestrian spaces in the ex-novo planning. 
− a right percentage of space dedicated to pedestrians 
− to plan a network dedicated just to pedestrians where it is possible to perform activities 

  
C- PATH IS NOT PHISICALLY OR VISUALLY PLEASANT 
 a. Presence of stairs, more or less long, or steep slopes reduce the easiness of walking, 

especially for disabled and old people, children and persons with reduced mobility. 
 b. Path among cars is not attractive because the pedestrians feel constricted in a space 

that is overwhelmed by other more intrusive users. 
c. Path not in contact with nature, not quiet, intimate; sometimes people like going out 

for a walk looking for peace, silence, the view on nature, the view on animals. 
 d. Too wide open spaces, not well defined are distracting and do not help to orientate, 

the space has to be at human scale, because in this way people feel to be part of the 
environment in which they walk. 

 e. Sheltered or protected paths are important for pedestrians because they increase the 
level of comfort of the space. 

 
• Solutions for C: 

The solutions for a path not physically or visually pleasant can be: 
− Not allowing the wild parking along the walkways and giving to the pedestrian paths a 

kind of green filter with the cars. 
− Interruption of paths along slopes or with long stairs, with “attractive” and pleasant 

places for rest. 
− To equip too large areas with suitable areas for resting, with some green and little 

refreshment points, so to attenuate the sense of “empty”. 
− To equip the space with shelter or protections against the atmospheric agents (rain, 

wind, sun, snow, etc.). 
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D-  PATH IS NOT PERCEIVED AS LIVED IN AND THENCE SECURE 
a. If a footpath is not connected directly with other pedestrian spaces, people feel 

constricted.  
b. Low n° of openings of various type along the path means to have little interaction 

between indoor and outdoor; the place is not lively because it appears as deserted, 
and it can be perceived as dangerous because apparently there is no one to ask help 
to. 

c. When buildings are set back from the pedestrian paths people walking on the 
sidewalk feel to be alone, especially when there are thick fences to divide the two 
spaces (high walls, large green barrier, etc.). 

d. Deserted path after closing hours can be perceived by pedestrians as dangerous, 
especially if there is not an appropriate lighting. 

 
• Solutions for D: 

The possible solutions for the sense of insecurity given by some paths, can be: 
− to create pedestrian paths close to commercial zones or to make them lively by inserting 

some new activity. 
− to make some services work in turn, in the deserted zones, also in the night hours, so to 

keep off the sense of insecurity. 
− to adjust and redesign the lighting system so not to have dark zones. 

 
E- SPACES ARE NOT APT TO HOST THE VARIOUS REQUESTED ACTIVITIES 

a. Places are not apt to stay in, sit or rest, but just empty “cases”. 
b. Places are not right for performing free, spontaneous activities, or for meeting and 

socializing. 
c. No “fast” or “slow” refreshments along the way (kiosks of various type, street cafes) 

allowing people to stop in the space besides walking. 
d. The lack of places for night life means to have spaces that can be deserted if 

spontaneous activities are not present. 
e.  The lack of places for outdoor events is due to the lack of the right space as 

dimension, but also to the misallocation of some spaces. 
 

• Solutions for E: 
      The possible solutions for spaces not apt to host various activities can be: 

- insert low walls, stairs or other built in elements on which is possible to sit down. 
- create half closed spaces, that give limits without closing completely the view on the rest 

of the space. This solution gives the impression to stay in a protected space, maintaining 
contact with the “world” outside. 

- to equip the pedestrian areas with some zones for occasional and leisure activities and little 
refreshment points. 

- a good maintained grassy area or a stone staircase in the grass, as a little amphitheatre, 
could be places to host some kinds of night performances and could invite people to rest 
and to stay during the day. 
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4.3.3 Lack and inappropriatness of urban furniture and equipment 
 

 
 
General Indicators: 
A- LACK OF URBAN FURNITURE TO REST AND SOCIALIZE 

a. The lack of seats, made on purpose or of built elements to be used for resting or for 
sitting, goes together with its misallocation along the pedestrian paths or areas. Such 
situation causes people not to use the space in different ways but for walking. 

b. A scarce presence of urban furniture is detected both for the usual components and 
for the special ones that foster different activities of leisure. 

c. Most of the seats are not thought and designed to make easy to sit or to rest for all 
the users; this means that is not given the possibility to everyone to benefit of the 
present equipment; the dimensions, the materials, the locations of the urban furniture 
are indeed very important for the full use of it. 

d. Furniture of no good design, looking unpleasant and careless, lowers the 
attractiveness of a space. 

 
• Solutions for A: 

Possible solutions for the low equipment of some zone to rest and socialize can be: 
- the right location of benches and seats allow people to stop and stay, looking at other 

people passing by, resting for a moment, reading a newspaper, talking, etc. 
- to equip spaces dedicated to pedestrians with different kind of benches (types and design) 

suitable to different users’ categories. 
- the location of the right urban furniture (benches, tables, lights and other components) can 

increase alternative activities in the spaces and promote new kinds of socialization (rest, 
socialize, play, etc.) 

- the design of elements allowing various type of use (stairs, walls,..) has to be used; 
makeshift seats in general can represent the informal way to sit down (small walls, stairs, 
and so on), appreciated especially by the youngsters 

- more care in the urban design and in the implementation. Also the use of simple design 
furniture can give a good result if it is designed right, well chosen and well used in the 
urban spaces. It is better to avoid too much furniture in terrace cafes and restaurants, above 
all in summertime, that fill up the streets, taking away too much space to pedestrians. 

- more care in the study of the details that are perceived as “attractive”. 
 
 
 

 

General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 
Countries

Lack of urban furniture and seats, of built elements to lean 
against (n°per area) IT+FI+F+NO 4 
Lack of comfortable seats for elderly (backs, arm rest) IT 1 
Low number of facilities: seats, tables, lights, coverings etc. (n° 
per km) IT 1 
Lack of outdoor seating NO 1 
Urban furniture of bad design IT 1 
Tram and bus stops (distance between them, share of square 
Km outside of catchments area, more then 300m radius, per 
square Km area) 

SW+FI+F 3 

Isolated bus stops (distance from services or lively places) IT+FI+NO 3 
Bus stops signs not appropriate for every kind of users (legibility, 
height, colors, information) IT 2 
Bus stop without appropriate space (mq and width) IT 1 

C-  Equipment Public conveniences SW 1 

B-  Location and setting  
of the bus stop 

A-  Lack of urban  
furniture to rest and  
socialize 
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B- LOCATION AND SETTING OF THE BUS STOPS 
a. The insufficient number and the too long distance among tram and bus stops means 

not to offer a simple and comfortable use of the public transport. 
b. The location and surroundings of the bus stop, far away from lively spots, make 

people not feel secure. 
c. The signs at the bus stops are not clear, readable, and exhaustive. 
d. The space of the bus stops is not correctly dimensioned for an appropriate use of it; 

therefore people waiting the bus are compelled to stay in the middle of the street or 
to create an obstacle for pedestrians passing by. 

 
• Solutions for B: 

Possible solutions for the bad location and design of the bus stops can be: 
- to diminish the distance between one bus stops and the other and to supply the right 

number of them 
- to locate and design the bus stops after a careful survey, for giving them the correct 

dimensions and the needed equipment to make them more comfortable and appealing 
(shelter, seats, lights, waste bins, signs, information, enough space for the number of 
people getting on and off, correct height of platform, accessible ramps, tactile signs and 
sounds, good design and materials for equipment and platform pavement) 

- to plan the setting of the bus stops in well lit and lively zones (maybe nearby squares, 
shops, services) and when this is not possible, to give this zone a police service in the night 
hours. 

 
C- EQUIPMENT 

a. Lack of toilets 
 
• Solutions for C: 
Possible solutions for the bad equipment can be: 

- to equip in a suitable way all the pedestrian places with toilets accessible to all category of 
users and easily reachable 

- to inform about the option of using toilets in public places such as restaurants and cafes. 
 
 
4.3.4 Low maintenance and management of open spaces 
 
General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 

Countries
Low maintenance of the public spaces green, lights, pavement, 
urban furniture etc. (n° of times of inspections per year, money 
budgeted on maintenance, type) 

IT+SW+F
+FI 4

Not very well kept grass which cover side slopes NO 1
B-  Maintenance of 
Furniture/equipment

Urban furniture of low quality (mass production, low cost) IT+FI+F 3

C-  Maintenance of 
Buildings

Badly maintained buildings F+IT 2

Low management of the public spaces green, lights, 
pavement, urban furniture etc. (n° of times of inspections per 
year, money budgeted)  

IT 1

Management (priority of snow removing) SW 1

A-  Maintenance of 
Pavements

D-  Management

 
 
 
General Indicators: 
A-         MAINTENANCE OF PAVEMENT 

a.  The low maintenance of the open spaces and of their components, urban furniture 
and equipment (toilets included) can become a reason for a complete failure. The 
look of careless can bring people to a bad behaviour. 
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b. This is above  all very important for the level of upkeep of the pavements that with 
their cracks, pits and bumps can cause pedestrians to fall. 
The maintenance can be made easier choosing good long lasting pavement materials. 

c. The lack of maitenance of the green elements present along the path can bring many 
problems to pedestians, both physical (as falls on rotten leaves) and visual.  

 
• Solutions for A: 

Possible solutions for the maintenance problem can be: 
- at psychological level, it is important to diffuse the culture of the good maintenance of the 

existing features 
- to improve the number of times of inspection of the open spaces can be useful to detect the 

problems and the bad conditions of pavement, lighting system and green, and to provide in 
a prompt way to their maintenance. The problem is often the low budget allocated on the 
maintenance. Maintenance has to be programmed; a special plan has to be made as for 
buildings 

- a good choice of the quality of the materials for the pavements that are not easily 
perishable, of the asphalt and its cyclic maintenance, can give less the sense of poorness 

- in the places where snow piles up, it is better to leave the possibility of a differentiated use, 
sanding only one part of the path so that people can either walk or use sky or sledges. 

 
B-        QUALITY OF URBAN FURNITURE / EQUIPMENT 

a. Urban furniture of low quality makes difficult the maintenance. 
 
• Solutions for B: 
Possible solutions for the low quality of the urban furniture can be: 

- the choice of the material used for the urban furniture has to be clever and the designer has 
to think that these items are exposed to the weather agents and to the user damage, so it is 
not possible to choose low cost materials and lousy details. In particular it is important to 
improve the quality of benches, that are in general the most common elements of urban 
furniture, together with waste bins and streets lamps 

- the materials must have a good relation between cost and performances 
- the good design of each piece of furniture is important because appealing objects, which 

show their quality, inspire respect in the user and this can help their lasting. 
C-         MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS 

a. Facades of the buildings are not maintained, their aspect is derelict and makes to 
look bad also the open space they surround. 

 
• Solutions for C: 

Possible solutions for the bad maintenance of the buildings can be: 
- a cyclic maintenance of the buildings facades would keep the perception of a well kept 

built environment; this cuts also the high cost of repair that is needed when a building is 
not cared for a long time. 

 
D-         MANAGEMENT 

a. A bad management of the public spaces is as important as the maintenance. The 
control, the surveillance, the opening times, the organization for the use of the 
various facilities etc. are all important aspects. 

 
• Solutions for D: 

Possible solutions to a bad management can be: 
- the promotion of good maintenance passes through a good management. The organizzation 

of specific teams, the participation of dwellers can represent some possibilities. The culture 
of maintenance has to be rooted also in the users by campaigning and enforcement 

- maybe the users or their representives might bring a list of problems to the local authority 
and promote a self-governing policy of management, setting up some groups who take in 
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charge some open spaces. So, maybe, the budget, when it is little, can be better used for the 
maintenance, in this way the detecting of the problems tied to the maintenance could be 
better checked.  

 
 
4.3.5 Lack or insufficiency of natural features 
 
General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 

Countries
Percentage of green areas FI+SW+IT 3
Percentage of parks FI+SW+IT 3
Lack of natural features (n° per area) IT+SW 2
Various aspects of the vegetation F+IT 2
Density of green network SW+NO 2
Maximum distance to the nearest park FI 1
Mean size of continuous green areas FI 1
Green surface along streets (percent of Km steet) SW 1
Lack of water sources (n° per area) IT+FI+NO 3
Aspects of water sources F 1

C-  Animal life is poor Lack of animal life (n° per area) IT+F 2

B-  Water sources are 
poor or missing

A-  The vegetation 
doesn't constitute a 
structure

 
 
General Indicators: 
A- VEGETATION DOESN’T CONSTITUTE A STRUCTURE 

a. If the number of the green areas, their density and their dimension are low (%, size, 
n° per sqkm). 

b. If the parks and their mutual distance are not appropriate (%, maximum distance). 
c. The lack of green features in an area and all the pedestrian itineraries has negative 

consequences on the appeal of walking above all where there are no other valuable 
architectonic features. 

d. If there is no continuity of green along the pedestrian paths, and the paths with such 
characteristic are not many and intertwined, there will not be an alternative to 
walking amidst cars. 

e. If line of trees and green surfaces are not along the streets (n° per km, % per km) 
there is no separation between the pedestrian space and the vehicular one, cars can 
park more easily on walkways, there is no mitigation of the negative impact of the 
vehicular mobility (air pollution), as result people feel not physically and 
psychologically protected. 

f. A scarce variety of species, of colours, forms, leaves and flowers, means not to have 
the perception of the changing seasons. 

 
• Solutions for A: 

Possible solutions for such problem can be: 
- to plan the distribution of the greenery as any other architectural feature, so to treat it as a 

structure. Every neighbourhood has to have a lively greenery system that runs along the 
pedestrian paths 

- to change the types of the green so to make more pleasant and various the path 
- some green connecting network among different green areas can lower the extreme 

distance from the parks perceived in some nations (Finland). 
 
B- WATER SOURCES ARE POOR OR MISSING 

a. If there are no natural sources as sea, rivers or lakes or artificial ones as ponds, 
canals, fountains and drinking fountains, a basic important component is missing 
(type and n° per area) 
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b. The aspect (good, medium, bad) of the water sources is essential, because if the 
water has a bad aspect it becomes a problem rather than a worth. 

 
• Solutions for B: 

Possible solutions for the poorness of the water source can be: 
- to enhance the existing natural water sources; to plan, when they miss, a suitable number 

of artificial water sources in all the pedestrian and green spaces to enrich the landscape, but 
above all to plan drinkable water sources along the paths. The presence of water sources is 
important because the sound of the water is extremely pleasant for people, moreover it has 
great effects on the comfort situation in built up areas 

- ponds, apt to host fishes, birds or other little animals enliven the environment. 
 
C- ANIMAL LIFE IS POOR 

a. The lack is referred above all to the presence of animals as bird, butterflies and other 
insects, related to the various seasons, that are not bothersome for pedestrians and 
make the district not to be felt as “dead” from the natural point of view. Also some 
small mammals are missed, if kept under remote control. 

 
• Solutions for C: 

Possible solutions for the poorness of animal life can be: 
- to restore a small eco ambient in the cities, creating little biological corridors. To this aim a 

comfortable and various green space is needed to host various kind of animals; their 
presence is indeed tightly tied to the green environment 

- the role of the presence of animal life is extremely important in the pedestrian spaces, 
because it gives a friendly and lively look to the environment. It represents a point of 
attraction, and a way for socializing; it makes people feel closer to the nature. 

 
 
4.3.6 Lack or deficiency of services, facilities and commercial activities 
 
General 
Indicators Specific Indicators Countries n° of 

Countries
Long walking distance for daily shopping (>500m) IT+FI 2
Post/bank services (distance between them, min-maz, number per 
square Km area) SW 1

Lack of local stores, groceries IT+SW+F 3

Lack of shops FI+F+N+IT 4

N° of shops and other services per total floor area IT+FI 2

Mean size of the shops and other services FI 1

Variety of services and facilities SW+NO 2

Lack of shopping streets IT+FI 2

Presence of commercially dead parts in the itinerary IT 1

Restaurants presence (N°) FI 1

Presence of street restaurant and bars (N°) FI 1

Insufficiency of liveliness IT+FI 1

Few of activity pockets number FI 1
Lack of night activities FI+IT+SW 3
Low presence of cinemas, theatres, night clubs (N° ) FI+N 2
Lack of shops and facilities open at night IT 1
Presence of one attractive pole for the youngsters night life that 
interfere with the dwellers quietness IT 1

A-  Inappropriate 
location

D-  Lack of night 
activities

C-  Dead parts of 
the itinerary

B-  Lack or 
inappropriate 
quantity and 
variety of shops
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General Indicators: 
 
A-            INAPPROPRIATE LOCATION 

1. Sometimes grocery, markets and some others daily shops are very distant from the 
residential areas, causing problems above all to the most vulnerable users and 
inducing a higher level of traffic. 

 
• Solutions for A: 

Possible solutions for such problem could be: 
- to increase the number and the quality of daily services in every neighbourhood, and 

plan them as catchment are taking in consideration the needs of the most vulnerable 
users (elderly, disabled people, children, people carrying weights etc.) so that they can 
be easier to reach for every category of users 

- it could be also organized a quick delivery service of the goods which are bought, 
facilitating in this way people who wish to walk and not to take the car. 

 
B- LACK OR INAPPROPRIATE QUANTITY AND VARIETY 

a. Lack of local stores, groceries that can respond to user needs of every category 
means to force people to take the car every day for buying the daily products 

b. Lack or shortage of shops not only for daily shopping and of other services (number 
of shops per total floor area) 

c. Mean size of the shops and other servicesthat often don’t respond to all users 
demands 

d. Lack of variety and too long distance of some services that are not always suitable 
for the users’ demand 

e. Lack of shopping streets with attractive and not ordinary shops. 
 
• Solutions for B: 

Possible solutions in general can be: 
- as for “a.” it is necessary to increase the number of facilities in every neighbourhood, not 

only with daily shops as groceries, but also with not ordinary shops that can make the place 
attractive and pleasant 

- the distribution of the shops in a neighbourhood has to be made in a clever way so to 
understand and respond to users’ demand 

- to understand what kind of shop is necessary in different zones of the area, and then to plan a 
right distribution of the services that the users need and maybe to enlarge and improve what 
already exists 

- to improve the quality and the dimension of some shops so to better respond to all people 
needs 

- at local level, districts have to promote the creation of new services and facilities not only for 
the daily shopping, but also to improve the variety of shops that is tightly tied to the concept 
of attractive. In fact novelty and changes catch the attention of the users and give vivacity to 
a path 

- to diminish the distance between the shops and give to every neighbourhoods the main 
services, easily reachable 

- it is necessary a policy that contrasts the location of big stores and shopping centers in the 
outskirts of the town. They, besides being a traffic pole of attraction, take the district shops 
not to be competitive and to close, lowering the residential areas attractiveness 

- to equip some strategic streets, maybe in the core of the zone, with interesting shops, so to be 
considered attractive. 

 
C-         DEAD PARTS OF THE ITINERARY 

a. The lack of activities that attract various kinds of pedestrians bring to parts of 
itinerary without life. 

b. Few activity pockets make the environment dull. 
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c. Few restaurants, coffee shops and bars (number) along the itinerary lower its 
liveliness. 

d. Few street restaurants, coffee shops and bars make the pedestrian space 
uninteresting: it is not possible to see and to be seen. 

e. The lack of commercial activities can cause dead parts on the itinerary. 
f. Insufficiency of liveliness make some areas to be defined not secure. 

 
• Solutions for C: 

Possible solutions could be: 
- to increase the number of interesting shops open after the work hours 
- special attention to the lighting system that can be an important factor for considering a 

place secure or not 
- to promote performances and occasional activities outdoor, so to create lively spaces 

during daytime and nighttime 
- to increase the number of restaurants, bars and little refreshment points along every 

pedestrian path, to diminish the sense of deserted and empty space, and to locate them at 
ground and first floor of the buildings, with the entrances directly open on the streets 

- restaurants and bars promote indeed the concurrence of people, so a place can be lively and 
attractive. 

 
D-        LACK OF NIGHT LIFE 

a. Lack of night activities means to reject the possibility to have a place lively during 
night time too. 

b. If the number of cinemas, theatre and night clubs is low, a social night life cannot 
exist. 

c. Youngsters night life is taken care for, but their attractive poles sometimes interfere 
with the dwellers night quietness, due to its location or construction. 

 
 
• Solutions for D: 

Possible solutions to increase night life in some zones, can be: 
- to equip all the neighbourhoods with some night activities, trying to understand what 

people want and which are the main users’ category 
- after this inquiry, it is possible to decide the right number of cinemas, theatre or night 

clubs to realize or to improve in some zones 
- to set night youngsters activities not too far from the residential areas, but appropriately 

separated from them by green barriers and controlling their effects by some kind of 
restrictions 

- see also solutions for C. 
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4.3.7 Lack of features increasing the fealing of identity and orientation 
 
General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 

Countries
Through traffic roads cutting the organic spatial unity of the 
area (length and width) IT 1

Overlapping of itinerary with the caesura created by a 
through traffic road IT 1

Changes in level diminishing the continuity IT 1

Fragmented areas that need connections IT 1

Presence of boundaries FI+IT 2

Strong inner boundaries SW+NO 2

Unattractive accesses to the area (railway and high bridge) SW 1

Strong external boundaries (artificial or natural) SW 1

Lack of green structure IT 1
Lack of landmarks (n° per km d type) IT+FI+F 3
Lack of intermediate destinations per lenght of pedestrian 
paths (N°) FI+SW+NO 3

Lack of points of reference F+NO 2
 Poles of attraction (N°) FI 1

The frontages of the buildings are always the same (no real 
elements of personalization of the space) F 1

Lack of a system of realms IT 1
Clearly different hierarchy levels of the open spaces (N°) FI 1
Hierarchy of pedestrian network FI 1
Not clear hierarchy of outdoor spaces FI 1
Various sections with different characters IT 1
Lack of public open spaces other than streets and green 
areas IT 1

Plain connection role IT 1

A-  Discontinuity and 
features of caesura

B-  Lack of significative 
landmarks

C-  Lack of hierarchy in 
the space organization

 
 
General Indicators: 
A-         DISCONTINUITY AND FEATURES OF CAESURA 

a. Trough traffic roads of extreme length and width can interrupt the areas, destroyng 
their organic spatial unit. This can be even worsened by the overlapping of the 
pedestrian itineraries with this caesura. This factor indeed increases the lack of 
orientation and makes more evident the visual impact with the cars. 

b. If it lacks a good planning, the various and irregoular building elevations that are 
present, in some parts of the itinerary, diminish its continuity. 
Such problem can happen also when there are strong differences in elevation along 
the itinerary, that fragment the area that needs to be connected. 

c. The presence of boundaries in the area  play usually a good identification role, but if 
they have a too strong visual impact, or if they are inside the area, they are perceived 
as strong elements of isolation from the “outside”, or of discontinuity “inside” the 
area. 

d. Sometimes the accesses to the area are unattractive because they are constituted by 
link through the passage of a railway or of an highway. Such “bridges”, if they are 
not made easily accessible and pleasant, do not play the role of “entrance gate” but 
that of “barrier” to the entrance into the area. 

e. Natural borders . 
f. The vehicular network and the scarcity of green areas can be the reasons for the lack 

of green structure and thence of a system of comfortable pedestrian paths, that can 
also be a filter between the buildings. 
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• Solutions for A: 
Possible solutions for discontinuity and features of caesura can be: 
- pedestrian paths that are separated from the trafic roads, so to perceive less the strong 

presence of the cars 
- where this is not possible, measures on traffic have to be taken. For example the traffic can 

be limited in some hours and in some days, to allow free pedestrian traffic, or can be 
diverted 

- a technical solution can help to reduce the car traffic impact; the creaton of green barriers 
that divide the pedestrian path from the traffic roads 

- in the ex novo planning, roads have to be designed not to interefere with pedestrian paths 
and not to cut the area and landscape unit 

- different fragmented areas can be connected by a good greenery design 
- the building norms have to forbid a too strong irregularity in the buildings heights and to 

promote a continuous built environment 
- a possibility to diminish the visual impact of the inner boundaries or of external 

boundaries, that are too strong, above all in the access zones, is to use green features that 
can create good milder screens 

- the existent green can be constituted by spaces connected with the aim to create a green 
structure. This can be made using brownfields, connecting small gardens, opening up 
courtyards, etc. 

 
B-         LACK OF SIGNIFICATIVE LANDMARKS 

a. a scarce number of significative landmarks (churches, squares, parks, towers, 
fountains, hills, statues, etc.) and of points of reference along the paths can create a 
scarce orientation and a difficulty in displacing 

b. a low number of intermediate destinations along the pedestrian paths, that allow for 
alternative and attractive activities while walking, can make the path very boring 

c. the lack of attractiveness poles, as a good equipped place in which people can rest 
and meet, street cafès, various events can make a path deserted 

d. the lack of characterized facades of buildings doesn’t personalize a space, makes it 
monotonous and less easy to remember. 

 
• Solutions for B: 

Possible solutions for the lack of landmarks, reference points and poles of attraction can be: 
- differences in the building finishings that can play the role of landmarks and give the sense 

of identity 
- personalizing the buildings’ facade by green elements, detailed entrance doors, tents. 
- use specific, characteristic buildings to act as symbol of the area 
- inserting new buildings in an old district, if it shows some continuity with tradition even 

using contemporary forms, can become a strong identifying character 
- the implementation of appealing fountains, pieces of arts, special green features, artistic 

lights etc. that also if not of great importance can add meaning to the place 
- interruption of the path with good equipped places in which people can rest and spend 

some time; these can become in some cases point of references, where it is known that 
other people can be met 

- create interesting destinations apt to attract people: shops, a park or simply a bar furnished 
in a warm way. 

 
C-         LACK OF HIERARCHY IN THE SPACE ORGANIZATION 

a. If an area is not structured by a system of realms it is not easily legible and doesn’t 
make people feel well.  

b. A lack of a clear hierarchy, of outdoor spaces creating the pedestrian network and of 
the various pedestrian networks, means to have a quite uniform situation that makes 
the paths higly distractive and not appealing. 
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c. The lack of varied public open spaces (as morphology, details and uses) diminishes 
the sense of orientation and the feeling of identity. The more the spaces are 
anonimus and without characteristics the more they make the place recognizable by 
pedestrians with difficulty. 

e. Variety is a good aspect, but when it is too much, when the characters are too 
different, this becomes confusion. 

 
• Solutions for C: 

Possible solutions to diminish the lack of hierarchy can be: 
- number of clearly different hierarchy levels of the open spaces help to orientate and to 

recognize the specific place 
- clear articulation of public, semi-public and private areas, to avoid “no-man’s land”. 
- planning of paths that have not only a connection role, but offer also the possibility of 

performing other activities 
- planning of characterized open spaces as widenings and squares, that differentiate the 

pedestrian realm 
- designing the itinerary as a sequence of different types of space 
- clarifying the roles of different parts of the itinerary for different urban functions. 

 
 
4.3.8 Lack and unaptness of lighting 
 

 
 
 
General Indicators: 
A-         LACK OF LIGHTING 

a. The absence of lights makes some parts of the area look uncomfortable and not 
secure. 

b. The green spaces if are not lit, are not lively and attractive; infact the fruition by 
pedestrians is almost absent, because they are fearsome. 

c. The passage from some extremely lit areas to some totally dark ones can annoy 
pedestrians phisically and psychologically. 

d. People do not like to walk through built passages that are not lit, because they 
consider them unsafe and not taken care of. 

 
• Solutions for A: 

Possible solutions for the lack of lighting can be: 

General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries n° of 
Countries

No lights in part of the area IT+SW+F 3 
The core green space is not lit at all IT 1 
Alternation of dark and light IT+FI 2 
Dark passages through buildings SW+F 2 
Lack of proper lighting doesn't underline the green values 
of the places IT 1 
Certain buildings, trees and rocks not lit FI 1 
Wrong use of the lighting apparatus and system (type, 
intensity and n° of lights per area) IT 1 

Lights shadowed by trees FI 1 
No hierarchy of lighting FI 1 
Poor design of lights FI 1 
Lights just for vehicles FI 1 

C-  Wrong use of the 
lighting 

B-  Lighting is not  
used to enhance the 
environment 

A-  Lack of lighting 

D-  Poor design 
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- improvement of the lighting system when it is unapt and planning  of a new one where it is 
missing 

- the study of the light, in some case, can completely change the quality of the place 
- a good lighting, that does not keep some places in dark, helps not to consider them 

“empty” or “ isolated” 
- it is important to calculate the suitable quantity of light for every part of a place or of a 

path, and a special quantity of light for places in which it is important to underline some 
aspects 

- it is important also to study the lighting system depending on the users, on the uses and on 
the particular features of the environment. Actually most of the lighting is planned only for 
creating a good environment for drivers. 

 
B-         LIGHT IS NOT USED TO ENHANCE THE ENVIRONMENT 

a. Very often the green values of a place are not considered as worth to be lit. 
b. Interesting buildings and work of art sometimes are not lit; as a consequence some 

landmarks loose their role because of their being in the darkness. 
 
• Solutions for B: 

Possible solutions for using the light to enhance the environment can be: 
- all the peculiar and valuable components of the public outdoor space must be enhanced by 

a correct lighting. 
- a better location of the lights can underline some significative points and give to some 

places an attractive character. 
- the natural elements have to be better lit so to partecipate to the improvement of the 

surroundings and to play an image role. 
 
C-        WRONG USE OF THE LIGHTING 

a. If the lighting is not planned in an appropriate way it can be dangerous, 
uncomfortable and bad looking. 

b. Trees wrong distribution keeps in dark what lights could underline. A wrong 
location or choice of the lights can bring to a completely unsatisfactory lighting. 

 
• Solutions for C: 

Possible solutions for the wrong use of lighting can be: 
- planning a suitable distribution, number and intensity of lights in a zone. 
- studying the interrelation between light system and green distrubution, not to have the trees 

shadowing the lights. 
 
D-        POOR DESIGN OF LIGHTING 

a. If the lighting is designed in the same way all over, different points with different 
importance are not in evidence, and good places to make activities and to meet are 
not underlined. 

b. The urban lighting design is very poor for the choice of the lamps. 
c. The lighting system is often finalized to light up only traffic roads. 

 
• Solutions for D: 

Possible solutions for the poor design of lighting can be: 
- the good planning of the lighting system is strictly tied to the the establishment of a 

hierarchy, not only to underline and individuate points of attraction and to better define 
what it is important and what is not, but also for saving energy 

- the lighting design has to be considered with the same importance as the building design 
and the urban furniture design, since people value it as attractive and appealing; the choice 
of beautiful and suitable lights make people perceive the differences and appreciate places. 
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- it is important to give more attention to the lighting of the pedestrian paths and of the 
squares where people spend their time, choosing the right type of light depending on the 
activities they perform, on the character of the places and on the period of the day/year. 

 
 
4.3.9 Unfriendly and overwhelming built environment 
 

 
 
General Indicators: 
A-         RELATION   BETWEEN   WIDTH   OF   THE   PATHS   AND   HEIGHT   OF   THE 

BUILDINGS (H/W <1) 
a. Spaces that are too wide make pedestrians feel lost in the environment and 

uncomfortable. This can happen both in the case of large voids or in the case of a 
built environment in which the ratio between buildings height and space width is not 
well proportioned, and the pedestrian paths look too wide. 

 
• Solutions for A: 

Possible solutions to the bad relation: h/w < 1 can be: 
- a better environmental  planning, that designs streets and buildings controlling the relation 

between streets width and buildings height, to make pubblic urban spaces at pedestrian 
scale 

- to insert light elements that can interrupt too wide existent paths, for example: green 
features creating different sections of the path, street furniture, light canopies, small scale 
structures, etc 

- Too large squares are to be provided with components that bring them back to pedestrian 
scale: urban furniture, built in elements, fountains, sculptures, covered areas, green points 
and with wings fragmenting the space. 

 
B-        RELATION BETWEEN WIDTH AND HEIGHT (H/W >1) 

a. Streets that are too narrow look overwhelming and are not felt as appealing by 
pedestrians, this happens, when buildings height is imposing in relation to the street 
width. 

 
• Solutions for B: 

Possible solutions for the bad relation h/w>1 
- the solution proposed in A about planning can avoid also this problem and reach the best 

relation between buildings’ height and streets’ width 

General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 
Countries

Too wide spaces (relation width-height) IT+FI+F 3 
Bad relation h/w of pedestrian spaces SW 1 

B-  Relation h/w > 1 Dimensional relation between buildings height and streets 
width > 1 IT+F 2 

Lack of valuable architectural environment IT 1 
Monotonous environment for identical buildings F 1 
Even alignment of buildings (lenght per km) IT+FI 2 
Difficulty in the legibility of the elements of the space (h/l) F 1 

D-  Presence of  
bottlenecks 

Walkways with bottlenecks: trees, signs, light poles, etc. 
(n° per km and over left width) IT 1 

E-  Straight path in 
the nature without 
good proportions 

Straight and long path in the nature without sense of the 
space FI 1 

A-  Relation h/w < 1 

C-  Monotonous 
environment 
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- in existing environments, a very good lighting, permeable doors and windows at low 
floors, very much activity can help to solve the problem. 

 
C-         MONOTONOUS ENVIRONMENT 

a. A lack of good architecture, the sequence of the same kind of buildings with similar 
finishings and details, the even alignment along the street for some length, give a 
sense of monotony, lack of identity and disorientation. 

b. The consequence is a difficult legibility of the place and the feeling that the path has 
no end. 

 
• Solutions for C: 

Possible solutions for the monotonous environment can be: 
- to plan buildings with more attention to the details and making better use of the finishings. 

To use expensive materials not always is important, but to make a quality design and to 
avoid a too quick  building are necessary 

- to design the buildings for shaping a warm and friendly lanscape and for giving a sense of 
identity  

- to study the impact of a building on the dwellers previously to its implementation 
- to intterrupt the straight sequence of buildings with open spaces, maybe with some green, 

so people can perceive the varying surroundings and understand the development of the 
path; this factor can diminish the sense of disorientation given by the neverending 
sequence of buildings. 

 
D-        PRESENCE OF BOTTLENECKS 

a. Bottlenecks can be due to many elements of various kind; all of them don’t allow a 
good visibility and sometimes also a comfortable use of the path. 

 
• Solutions for D: 

Possible solutions for the presence of obstacles on the walkways can be: 
- streets have to be various but have to offer a good visibility too; therefore the design of the 

streets, and above all of the devising of the distribution of the sequence of complementary 
elements has to be made at the design stage for studying their best location for avoiding the 
obstruction of the visibility. 

 
E-         STRAIGHT PATH IN THE NATURE WITHOUT GOOD PROPORTION 

a. Some paths in the nature, being too long and straight, can make difficult to catch 
some surronding boundaries and thence to feel the existing space. 

 
• Solutions for E: 

Possible solutions, can be: 
- too long paths in the nature could be interrupted with little rest points, with some 

information posts, with some natural shelter, with some widenings etc. 
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4.3.10 Monotony of details and finishings 
 
General Indicators Specific Indicators Countries N° of 

Countries
Use of the same material for spaces dedicated to 
different uses (type, texture and pattern) IT 1

Monotonous street pavements FI 1

Poor asphalt pavement FI+NO 2
Ground of bad quality (material, colour, quality, 
decoration) F 1

B-  Formal design of 
the spaces

Spaces not used by pedestrians because of their too 
formal design (type, size) IT 1

Simple and monotonous facades (lack of specific 
characteristic of the frontage: texture, materials) FI+F+NO 3

Lack of particular elements on facades (terraces, 
balconies, decorated windows) F+NO 2

Lack of valuable architectural elements on buildings 
facades (type, size and n°) IT 1

Buildings entrances not well recognizable (n° and type) IT 1

Frontage of the buildings that are always the same F 1

Ugly aspect of the shops, they don't look like shops, but 
factories NO 1

D-  Caothic 
architecture

Too many differences in architecture do not give an 
identity IT 1

A-  Repetitiveness 
and modest quality of 
the materials of the 
pavements

C-  Scarce quality 
and monotony of the 
facade features

 
 
 
General Indicators. 
A-    REPETITIVENESS AND MODEST QUALITY OF THE MATERIALS OF THE   
PAVEMENTS 

a. Different uses and activities often are not underlined by a change of materials or 
pattern of the pavement; this doesn’t help the good legibility of the street 
environment. 

b. Street pavements are often monotonous, since they are the same for any use and for 
any environment. 

c. Asphalt is the material more used as street pavement; this gives to the pedestrian 
spaces a look that is modest in quality and not very comfortable or appealing. 

d. Quality of ground, colour and decoration can be very bad. 
 
• Solutions for A: 

Possible solution for the repetitiveness and modest quality of the materials of the pavements, 
can be: 

- the pavement should be chosen depending on the activities that are performed and on the 
people using its surface. Therefore the design of the spaces used for different activities has 
to be underlined with a good change of the pavement materials and/or texture. The aim is 
to communicate clearly what is going on in each space 

- the variety depends on the good design of the space and on the good use of the materials, 
that are not necessarily expensive 

- moreover, the pattern of the pavement, the choice of the colours and decoration has to be 
better designed thinking to the fact that the user catches the details that make him feel in a 
friendly place 

- the choice of material, texture and color should anyway be integrated to the whole 
environment, and be the right one depending on the activity. 
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- for screeming buildings not in harmony with the rest, it is possible to use planting and 
greenery 

- the choice of pavement, in the “garden city”, should be coherent with its character, at least 
for some of them. 

 
B-         FORMAL DESIGN OF THE SPACES 

a. Some spaces are not used by pedestrian because they feel that their design is too 
formal and doesn’t foster spontaneous activities. 

 
• Solutions for B: 

Possible solutions for the formal design of some spaces, can be: 
- an enquiry to understand how people would like the space to be 
- an observation of people to better understand their behaviour 
- a friendly and warm refurnishing for tranforming a formal place in a lively place without 

alterating its original look. 
 
C-        MONOTONY OF THE FACADES 

a. Buildings facades lack specific chracteristics, finishings and details that can make 
them pleasant to be looked at and the paths interesting to be walked in. 

b. The lack of particular elements as balconies, terraces, decorated windows, valuable 
architectural elements, that can characterize more strongly one façade from the 
other, increases the sense of monotony. 

c. When the building entrances have an anonimous aspect, they become little 
recognizable, can create problems of orientation and can cause scarce sence of 
belonging. 

d. When the shops entrances are not recognizible and ugly, they lower the level of 
appeal of the path. 

 
• Solutions for C: 

Possible solutions for the monotony of the facades can be: 
- facades should be enlived by proper colors and details, when facing pedestrian paths 
- on the existing buildings we can suggest a refurbishment of the facades, where it is 

possible, and a good design of the entrances that can be a start point to improve the 
monotonous look of some facades 

- in the ex novo planning, it is essential to make a  good design and to show the project to a 
group of users for checking the impact the building and its facades have on the dwellers 

- to this aim it could be useful a virtual design of the buildings, made by the use of  suitable 
simulation software. Only in this way the designer can check the result of his idea on the 
space and its interference with the surroundings 

- to refurbish shops entrances with some little elements that can give them an attractive look; 
even an attractive sign board and a well set shop-window can give to the shops a pleasant 
look and make interesting and lively the street. 

 
D-        CAOTHIC ARCHITECTURE 

a. When the differences are not the result of a good planning and design, they can give 
the sense of caos. 

 
• Solutions for D: 

Possible solutions for the caos in the architectural environment, can be: 
- in the existing environment, it is possible to try to improve the legibility and the order by 

changing colours, some details with the aim of a wider conformation 
- coherence is important though, in colors and treatment, not to have a cahotic feeling 
- in the new developments, the design has to plan the differences reaching a good balance 

and legibility. 
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A hypothetical scenario of a district attractive for pedestrians. 
 

 

 

 
 
Rear and fronts of the buildings, private and public property: various possible nuances of 
the pedestrian realm (from the French National Report on Attractiveness). 


